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Experience nature at its best with us! We organize versatile nature activities
for business groups and private hikers. On our tours, you can enjoy the
wonderful natural sites in the way you want - in different seasons. Whether
it's a relaxing nature trip or an adrenaline-filled adventure, we'll create it
just for you. Each of our activities and their location has been carefully
selected to offer memorable experiences with high-quality and interesting
outdoor equipment. We operate in several natural sites in southern Finland.
Our fleet also travels easily to you, and we are happy to offer the experience
exactly where you want to experience it.

Welcome to spend unforgettable moments with us at Sveitsi Rent's great
nature activities!

Locations:
Sveitsi - Kytäjä - Sääksi - Nuuksio - Helsinki central park - Uutela -
Vantaanjoki - Loppi - Karkkila - Strömfors - Hämeenlinna



E-FATBIKE TOURS
Electric fatbike adventure! Cycling with high-quality electrically assisted
eFatbikes in the middle of wonderful nature is a suitably fast-paced experience
for the whole group. The tour offers wonderful scenery, fun togetherness and,
above all, great mountain biking routes. Our experienced staff guide you through
the functions of the bike. They make sure that your group has a good time and
biking is safely. The tour is suitable for all levels and the route is always planned
according to the group.

Excursion can include e.g. different servings, a menu prepared by a outdoor chef,
a sauna, etc.
ASK FOR MORE!

Duration: 1-3h
Groupm size: 1-35 pax
Prices from: 40€/pax +vat

Mountain Biking



PACKRAFT ADVENTURES
Let it flow! Welcome on a Packraft adventure - a new, exciting and fun way to hike
in nature. Packrafts, i.e. backpack rafts, open the door to previously unreachable
nature destinations. On the tour, you move mainly by paddling and sometimes by
walking short distances - carrying a raft. Packraft tours are organized in flowing
waters or can be used to go around the route of several small lakes. No previous
paddling experience is required. The rafts are stable and safe to paddle, and very
light to carry. Our experienced guides will introduce you to the secrets of the sport,
take care of your safety and make sure you enjoy every moment.

Excursion can include e.g. different servings, a menu prepared by a outdoor chef, a
sauna, etc. ASK FOR MORE!

Duration: 1-5h
Group size: 1-15 pax
Prices from: 40€/pax +vat

Paddling



When you want to experience it all! A unique all-star combination of nature
activities, where the best of our equipment is in use. On the tour, we cycle on
electric fatbikes in wonderful terrains and paddle the waterways on packrafts -
sounds like a great day of activities. The tour is suitable for groups of all levels
and the route is always planned according to the group. Our experienced guides
take care of your safety and make sure that everyone enjoys the day to the
fullest.

Excursion can include e.g. different servings, a menu prepared by a outdoor chef,
a sauna, etc. ASK FOR MORE!

Duration: 2-6h
Group size: 1-30 pax
Prices from: 70€/pax +vat

BIKE & RAFT
Mountain Biking & Paddling



A relaxing SUP- boarding tour is the number one choice for nature lovers. Light
fitness and the pursuit of well-being. On our unhurried excursion, you will paddle
in sheltered waters or on winding river routes, while admiring the wonderful
scenery. You can easily get into the sport with the advice of our staff, and no
previous experience is needed. They also make sure that the tour is both an
enjoyable and safe experience. This activity is a great way to refresh yourself in
beautiful nature.

Excursion can include e.g. different servings, a menu prepared by a outdoor chef,
a sauna, etc. ASK FOR MORE!

Duration: 1-5h
Group size: 1-10 pax
Prices from: 40€/pax +vat

SUP- BOARDING
Paddling



E-FATBIKE
WINTERBIKING

Mountain Biking

Welcome to Hyvinkää, Sveitsi to experience this form of winter exercise that has
gained great popularity even in the northern fells! Winding through the enchanting 
forest on an electrically assisted eFatbike is an unforgettable experience for the
whole group. The tour can also be carried out in complete darkness, when cycling
under the starlight in the string of pearls formed by the headlights is sure to be an
experience that will be remembered. Our staff guide you safely through the snowy
landscapes. Our winter cycling is suitable for groups of all ages and levels.

Excursion can include e.g. different servings, a menu prepared by a outdoor chef,
a sauna, etc. ASK FOR MORE!

Duration: 1-3h
Group size: 1-35 pax
Prices from: 40€/pax +vat



SNOWSHOEING
Snowshoeing is not only relaxing but also a very effective way to move in the
winter nature, and the best thing is that it is suitable for everyone. On our tour,
you can enjoy snowy landscapes and relaxed togetherness. The excursion can
also be carried out completely at dark. Snowshoeing in the dark illuminated by
headlamps and the starlight is a great experience. Our experienced staff guide
you with the equipment and plan the route according to your wishes.

Excursion can include e.g. different servings, a menu prepared by a outdoor chef,
a sauna, etc. ASK FOR MORE!

Duration: 1-5h
Group size: 1-20 pax
Prices from: 30€/pax +vat

Winter



RENTAL SHOP
We rent high-quality equipment for versatile outdoor activities. Our office in
Hyvinkää Sveitsi serves every day all year round. Our staff will always give you
guidance on the equipment, as well as the best route tips. If necessary, we
also transport our equipment to you.
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Jobe SUP-boards
Tubbs Snowshoes
OAC Snowshoes
Frisbee golf sets

Helkama & Rock Machine eFatbikes
Insera Fatbikes
Specialized Gravel- bikes
MRS Packrafts


